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 The book also addresses topical applications of herbal remedies as salves, lotions, poultices,
tooth powders, ear drops, and more, and includes a thorough chapter on natural hydrotherapy.
The Modern Herbal Dispensary clarifies why different preparations of the same herb will obtain
better results, demonstrating how capsules, teas, tinctures, or glycerites of the same plant won't
have specifically the same influence on your body. The authors let you know everything you
require to know about harvesting, preparing, and administering herbs in lots of different forms,
including new, bulk dried herbal products, capsules, extracts in water, alcohol, glycerin, vinegar
and essential oil, and also preparations like essential oils and flower essences.This
comprehensive, full-color lead provides detailed, easy-to-follow instructions for making and
using approximately 250 herbal medicines in the home, including practical tips and numerous
effective formulas developed and tested by the authors, both expert herbalists with years of
experience. Visitors who value the health-providing properties of herbal supplements but are
discouraged by the high cost of commercial products can now make their very own preparations
for a fraction of the price. Leading herbalists Thomas Easley and Steven Horne possess tested
and tested the herbal formulas they offer, along with suggestions for treating several hundred
illnesses. They construct the principles of organic formulation and in addition provide
instructions on how to prepare single herbal products, a procedure that has been largely ignored
in additional references. More comprehensive than any other guide, completely researched,
beautifully illustrated, and presented with ease of use at heart, this book will need its place
because the premier reference for those who want to make all the herbal remedies they need,
and to cut costs in the process.
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. I found this book to be excellent and even better than expected. I have already been learning
herbalism for a couple years now, therefore am not really a beginner, however, not a clinical
herbalist either. Not just another herb book!That is definitely a fantastic addition to your herbal
library! Yet, they are truly an excellent addition to one's plant healing repertoire, so that it was
good to discover them seamlessly added in. I was amazed at the materia medica by the end. It is
extremely comprehensive and included many familiar herbs, but also many brand-new ones. I
initially spent more times on some of the other books but am finding this to oftimes be the best
of the group This was one of a number of books I purchased coping with the use of herbs for
medicinal purposes. My only suggestion, primarily because I am a visual learner, could it be
would have been wonderful to to have photos of each herb, specifically because there have been
quite a few which were new to me, but because the authors stage out there are many additional
books for that, so it wasn't a big problem. Additionally there's information on essential natural
oils, flower waters and the like, that is commonly something more familiar to aromatherapists.
Great for starting Very comprehensive and practical. I am incredibly pleased I bought it! I intend
to share this name with others when I show courses on herbalism since it provides an superb
foundations and builds to advanced abilities. It is perfect both for someone simply beginning
their herbal trip as the information is written in an approachable and usable fashion, however I
also believe the more advanced herbalist would reap the benefits of this text as there are
numerous details included along with a chapter on advanced techniques. This book is a superb
place to begin that's friendly for just about any budget. While the book is genuinely gorgeous
and feels really good in your hands, the prosperity is in the details. If you are truly into using
herbs for your own as well as your families health, you will need this book.. A lot more than just
a basic instruction manual, this book encourages medicine makers to complement the medicine
to the person and the condition creating custom made remedies as required. The remainder
involves details on the most typical and readily available herbal products and their make use of.
The second half is a comprehensive materia medica. You can find gems throughout, beginning in
the launch where we are told which portion of the yarrow plant to use to soothe tooth pain, to
close to the end where we're provided two preparations of scullcap with differing uses. An
excellent herb book.. Included listed below are instructions for concentrating your medicine and
formulas for a variety of needs.. This suit you perfectly!Excellent for all levels of herbalists!
Chemistry centered and all arranged by herb. Often, entire books are created to comfortably
introduce a topic and cast it in a favorable light in order to make you buy a higher level book.
Precisely what I wanted ... There is also dosing information included that i found helpful. I
primarily spent more occasions on some of the various other books but am finding this to
oftimes be the very best of the group. It covers every aspect of what is designed for possible
medical make use of and then how to make them into usable concoctions. He employs
information from all four of the healing traditions. He describes the strengths and possible
problems in using each product. You can easily read, makes sense and you could choose how
involved you might want to be in the procedure. I have been looking for a comprehensive
reserve on the subject that was clear to see, easy to apply the knowledge, and was more about
truth than mythology. I have wanted to take an herbalism class, but haven't been able to
squeeze one into my budget.! Not only will there be encyclopedia of single herbs with succinct
energetics, properties and dosages but also clear to see formulas which, if you study them, offers
you the knowledge to generate your own. Good book Good book Comprehensive, Informative,
and Applicable! Even after years of earning my own medicines, I learned so much, not only about
simple techniques that I didn't know, but I also learned all about the interesting soxhlet



extraction method which I plan to try. My kitchen is definitely beginning to appear to be the
potions area at Hogwarts! This publication is definitely in the top 5 best herb books you can own.
The initial half of the book starts out with the basics and progresses through advanced medicine-
making methods all in understandable terms. It'll soon be doggie eared by frequent make use of.
A reserve that pulls you into herbalism lots of books ideal for novices and amateurs casually trot
around the nitty gritty of the topic.. Not this one, though! Yes, it is suitable for newbies,
nonetheless it doesn't tarry. It PULLS you into herbalism, causing you to really begin to think as
an herbalist! Comprehensive in breadth and depth of details on many herbs, the ailments they
address, information on how to locate quality ingredients, best methods of preparation for every
particular herb, and practical recipes for make use of, this book is easy to make use of as a
reference! An all around YES. Excellent reference for all those of us making our very own
tinctures.actually breaking everything straight down in a very detailed manner. By chapter 8
we’re studying topical preparations and again very detailed. They really cover everything in this
publication so you won’t need to go buy another book to figure out how to take action or
understand it. It’s all protected. It’s well written! Great for beginners and more advanced
learners. I feel such as this is the book that takes you from step one to the end. Beginner to
advanced. It really does cover it all and show you step by step how to perform and make
everything. THAT I love! The authors have made a very comprehensive guide to producing
remedies you can use in the home or in your practice.! I’m a visible learner so having the step by
images in there as well helped a whole lot! and with an amazing price. Worth every penny
Actually solid book, and with an amazing price. Worth every penny. This book belongs atlanta
divorce attorneys herbalist's library. My copy of this book is already showing signals of regular
use - sticky tabs protruding here and there, notes in the margins, several stains. Easy to read and
understand, but comprehensive in its information! ? Love this reserve although confused upon
some mathematical things.. One of the better herb books when it comes to interactions and
constituents .. Altogether an excellent launch to beginning herbalism. Well rounded informative
publication for beginning herbalists I purchased this reserve as a gift and with all such books
needless to say I go through it first. The authors start out with very important and educational
information on how herbs should NOT be used as this can be crucial to success. Then ideal
collection methods then one I had by no means considered-TIMES for collection, especially daily
and seasonally. Preparation techniques follow, along with explanations for how and just why the
differing preparations work. This occupies the first half of the book. But that doesn't mean you
can't make gobs of your favorites to share with friends. By the end is an extremely good list of
suppliers for equipment and natural herbs. great handbook to have though! A lot more
trustworthy than everything you might discover on the internet. It is a fantastic reference book
for making herbal medicine at home. easy to follow Very well written, easy to follow. Google the
author, he is able to be trusted. The most interesting facet of the book are the actual techniques
they use to generate the medications themselves. Of the five books about them I have bought
recently, this one was the most comprehensive in information, yet written in a concise structure
for every herb, making it easy to read and understand. Among the best herb books!. Wow!
Definitely a keeper!Great information, recipes, references, and more! As an added reward, the
index is a lot more comprehensive than additional books, with information arranged both by
herb and by ailment it'll address. The prose is fact-based, instead of becoming so ethereal that
the dependability of the information came into question, as has been the case with some of the
other books. Great book! which solvents are best using what type of herbs First seven chapters
explains everything you could possibly need to know in types of extractions and how to do them



step by step, preparing plant materials, equipment required, making basic extracts, potentcies,
which solvents are best using what type of herbs, it discusses options of equipment and which
are very best it explains the types of herbs in another level likeFragrant bitter, acrid, alkaloid
bitter, oily, sour, mucilant, decoction exc. Very practical and required info Excellent
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